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Abstract:
Deep geothermal energy has tremendous potential for decarbonizing the heating sector. However, one com-
mon obstacle can be the mismatch between geologically attractive regions in the countryside and urban areas
with a high heat demand density, which are therefore attractive for district heating systems. In the last years,
an increasing number of regions consider the transport of geothermal heat into urban clusters. One example
of such a region is the South German Molasse Basin in Upper Bavaria. However, such heat transport pipelines
come along with massive upfront investment costs due to the required large pipe diameter and insulation
thickness. While the classic concept foresees the use of water as a heat carrier in such long-distance heat
transportation pipelines, CO2 can be an attractive alternative. This study investigates the thermo-economic
performance of CO2 as a heat transport carrier for a potential long-distance heat transmission pipeline with a
length of 20 km, which could connect a planned geothermal project in the South of Munich with the existing
district heating network of Munich. The results of the base case scenario demonstrate that for both heat carrier
options water and CO2 rather low LCOH for the transport of the heat can be achieved. The resulting additional
LCOH by the long-distance heat transport of around 0.6 cC/kWh are rather small compared to the typical over-
all LCOH of geothermal district heating systems. Comparing the thermo-economic performance of water and
CO2 reveals rather similar achievable LCOH, with a slight advantage for the classical concept of using water.
However, this changes if the installation of a high temperature heat pump (HTHP) is considered in order to in-
crease the thermal capacity of the heat transport system. In the case of using CO2, the additional temperature
increase takes place directly within the CO2 stream by just installing a compressor, while in the case of the
water system, a complete HTHP system needs to be installed. In combination with a higher achievable COP,
the CO2 HTHP configurations results in lower overall LCOH compared to the water system.
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1. Introduction
Deep geothermal energy can play a significant role in the necessary transformation of the heating sector [1].
While there is an increasing number of geothermal projects worldwide [2], the vast majority of the worldwide
potential is still untapped [3]. However, one major challenge for the utilization of geothermal energy is the com-
mon mismatch between urban areas with a high heat demand density and areas with favourable geological
conditions for heat extraction. For example, promising geothermal resources in the countryside with temper-
atures between 80 - 110°C can not be economically utilized without long-distance heat transport. While such
resource temperatures are highly suitable for district heating supply, their temperature is too low for economic
power generation by a binary cycle such as an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) [4].
Thus, since the local heat demand is too low in order to justify the high investment costs, without the ability to
transport the heat over long distances, many promising geothermal resources would remain untapped. Molar-
Cruz et al. [5] have recently studied the application potential of long-distance heat transport for geothermal
energy in the Greater Area of Munich, Germany. The findings demonstrate that applying long-distance heat
transportation systems can reduce the overall cost of heat supply by 15 % compared to a scenario without
heat transport. Furthermore, despite the high investment costs of the transportation system, the resulting heat
costs are still competitive with other heating technologies. Kavvadias and Quoilin [6] show that long-distance
heat transport from conventional combined heat and power plants (CHP) can be economical and is already
applied in several European countries. Furthermore, Moser and Puschnigg [7] investigated the concept of a
supra-regional district heating network for a use-case area in Austria. Their results suggest that long-distance
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heat transport networks between several different actors might become economical in a future non-fossil en-
ergy system and has a high potential to connect industrial waste heat and renewable energy heat sources.
Thus, long-distance heat transport is a promising approach to boost the utilization of geothermal energy and
the transformation of the heating sector in general.
However, due to high upfront investment and operational costs, an optimal design of the transportation system
is pivotal. While the classical concept foresees the use of water as a heat carrier, CO2 has gained increasing
attention as an alternative heat carrier in both geothermal systems [8]–[10] and district heating networks (DHN)
[11]. The concept of urban CO2 district energy systems is mainly investigated for modern networks that provide
both heating and cooling by heat pump systems being installed in each building. Thus, due to the low operating
temperature of such systems and the corresponding CO2 phase change, the costs of heat distribution can
significantly be reduced [12].
Thus, while CO2 is currently investigated as an energy carrier within DHN systems, its application potential
for long-distance heat transport has not been evaluated in existing studies so far. The scope of this work is
the evaluation of the thermo-economic potential of CO2 as a heat carrier for a potential application case in the
greater area of Munich. This area is a promising case study since the connection of the geothermal attractive
region in the South of Munich with the existing DHN system of Munich is currently under discussion and within
a preliminary planning phase [13]. This work investigates several technical options for the heat transport of
CO2 and compares the resulting thermo-economic performance with a conventional concept using water as a
heat carrier.

2. Methodology
In the system under scrutiny, the heat is transported circulating fluid between the geothermal field and the DH
(district heating) network as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Base transport system scheme

2.1. Pipeline Model
The behavior of the system is highly dependent on the model of the pipelines connecting these two locations
due to their length. To assess the condition of the fluid within the pipeline, pressure and enthalpy balances (1)
were integrated over its length using the Runge-Kutta solver [14] implemented in Scipy [15].{

dp
dx = f 1

2ρd

( 4ṁ
πd2

)2

dh
dx = ΔT

rtot ṁ

(1)

The friction factor in (1) has been calculated using the Churchill correlation [16] while the linear thermal resis-
tance in (1) has been defined as follows:

rtot = rconv + rins, rconv =
1

Nu πkfluid
, rins =

ln
(

1 + 2sins
d

)
2πkins

(2)

with:

Nu = 0.023Re0.8Pr0.3 (3)

The formulation of the balance equations (1) implies that the kinetic and gravitational terms have been ne-
glected in both the momentum and energy balances. The integration process used in the analysis provides a
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high level of accuracy while still maintaining a reasonable computational time. However, especially for water-
based systems, it is possible to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy by discretizing the duct into a few
sections (less than 10).

2.2. System Model
Given the high investment costs and anticipated slow transients in the pipelines, the system is expected to
operate in a steady state condition, providing a constant heat flux to the Munich area DH Network throughout
its lifetime. Thus, the water flow rate in the DH is evaluated based on the system’s heat transport capacity rather
than on the heat demand from the grid. Various configurations of the heat transfer system were analyzed for
both the water-based and CO2-based cases, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and discussed in the following section.
2.2.1. Base Case

The most basic approach for long-distance heat transportation, as depicted in Fig. 2a, involves circulating the
fluid via a pump placed after the DH network heat exchanger. The flow rate of the fluid is optimized to minimize
the LCOH under specific design conditions. Additionally, for CO2-based systems, the pipeline pressure is also
optimized.
2.2.2. Heat Pump Case

The industrial requirement of fixed lowest temperature (65°C) in standard district heating networks can limit the
amount of heat that can be transported for a given flow rate, as the temperature at the outlet of the DH heat
exchanger cannot go below a certain value. To overcome this limitation, a heat pump can be installed after the
DH heat exchanger outlet to further cool down the working fluid before redirecting it to the geothermal field, as
shown in Fig. 2b.

(a) Base Case (b) High Temperature Heat Pump (HTHP) Case

(c) Simplified Heat Pump for CO2-based system (d) Absorption Heat Transformer (AHT) Case

Figure 2: Different configuration on the DH network side of the system

This configuration not only improves the heat transfer rate but also reduces the pumping power for CO2-based
systems as CO2 becomes less compressible at lower temperatures. Alternatively, a compression set-up can
replace the heat pump in CO2-based systems as shown in Fig. 2c, which removes the inefficiencies associated
with the heat pump evaporator.
The heat pump in Fig. 2b has been modeled with a fixed exergy efficiency of 0.4, according to experimental
results from literature [17], to avoid the need for complete modeling. Knowing the exergy efficiency is possible
to estimate the electrical power demand as:

Ẇheat pump =
1

ηexergy

(
1 − Tlow

Thigh

)
Q̇heat pump =

1
0.4

(
1 − Tlow

Thigh

)
Q̇heat pump (4)
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Tlow and Thigh have been evaluated considering ΔTpinch point = 5°C in the heat pump’s heat exchangers.
2.2.3. Absorption Heat Transformer Case

Heat pumps can increase power extraction from the geothermal fluid, but at the expense of increased electricity
consumption. To minimize the electricity consumption, heat transformers can be used instead of heat pumps.
However, the heat transformer method requires the dissipation of some of the transported heat to allow for the
remaining heat to reach the desired temperature, as depicted in Fig. 2d.
The heat transformer has been modelled as a black box considering a 50% exergy efficiency [18] in analysing
the various configurations. The ratio between the transmitted power and the incoming one can then be deter-
mined modifying the equation for the exergy efficiency presented in [18]:

Q̇out

Q̇in
=

1
ηexergy

1 − Tamb
Tin

1 − Tamb
Tout

(5)

2.2.4. Heat Pump Temperature Considerations

If the output temperature from the main DH heat exchanger exceeds the requirements of the DH network, the
temperature at the outlet of the heat pump can be lowered resulting in a reduction of the compression power
needed (Fig. 3 should clarify this point).

Figure 3: Example of how a lower output temperature can be set to the heat pump outlet: Temperatures
of points [DH-0] and [DH-1] are fixed due to the grid design constraints (65°C and 90°C in this example). If
temperature in point [DH-2] is higher than required, temperature in point [DH-3] can be lower to compensate

With reference to Fig. 3, temperature at point [DH-3] can be identified starting from an adimensional parameter
defined as:

Tratio =
TDH3 − TDH0

TDH1 − TDH0
(6)

Notice that choosing Tratio implies defining the ratio between the flow rate in [DH-3] and in [DH-2] :

ṁDHratio =
ṁDH3

ṁDH2
=

hDH2 − hDH1

hDH1 − hDH3
≈ TDH2 − TDH1

TDH1 − TDH3
(7)

Moreover, is interesting to notice that a heat pump scheme with Tratio = 0 is equivalent to a base scheme (as
defined in section 2.2.1.) in which the temperature in the DH network is controlled by letting some fluid by-pass
the DH heat exchanger.
2.3. Economic Model
The levelized cost of heat (LCOH) has been evaluated to optimize the design parameter of the different
schemes and to compare the different solutions. The LCOH is calculated as the minimum cost at which
the heat must be sold in order to recover the investment after the lifetime of the plant, it can be derived by
setting the NPV of the system to 0:

NPV = −Ctot +
Le∑
t=1

CFt (1 + i)−t = 0 (8)
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Where the annual cash flow (CFt ) is:

CFt = hy

(
LCOHQ̇DH − Ẇpumpcel

)
− Com (9)

The LCOH can then be calculated rearranging (8) and (9) assuming a constant annual cash flow:

LCOH =
Ctotβ + Ẇpumpcel

Q̇DH
, β =

1 + αOMratio

αhy
, α =

1 − (1 + i)−Le

i
(10)

The costs are evaluated using some specific correlations listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Cost correlation used in economic analysis

Component Cost Correlation Notes Ref.

Overall Investment Ctot = 2Cpipe +
∑

CHE +
∑

Cother Result in [C], conversion C/$ applied if
needed. Pump acquisition cost has been
neglected. Cother represents the cost
of additional components such as the
heat pump or the CO2 compressor

-

Yearly Maintenance Com = OMratioCtot 5% OMratio considered -
Pipeline Cpipe =

(
0.6492 d0.9779 + Cins

)
L Result in [$], pipe diameter in [m] [6]

Pipe Insulation Cins = cins (πsins (d + sins)) Result in [$/m], cins in [$/m3]. It depends
on the insulation material (see [6])

[6]

Heat Exchangers CHE = 49.45UAHE
0.7544 Result in [$], Correlation for CO2, UAHE

in [W/K], it is the product of the HE
area and heat transfer coefficient

[19]

Heat Pump Cheat pump = 0.33667Ẇheat pump Result in [MC], Ẇheat pump in [MW], Correlation
for Ẇheat pump up to 10MW, Only the heat pump
acquisition cost has been considered.

[20]

Heat Transformer Cheat transformer = 375Q̇in Result in [C], Q̇in in [kW], correlation
valid for Q̇in ≈10MW, correlation for
absorption heat pumps used following the
approach of [21]. 375 is the mean of the
range (300-450) presented in [22]

[22].

2.3.1. Remarks on the LCOH calculation

Following the approach defined in [6], the LCOH calculated in 10 refers only to the process of transporting
the heat. In order to identify the real cost of heat for DH users, heat production costs (well drilling, reservoir
circulation pump, etc.) must be taken into account:

LCOHtot =
(Ctot + Cprod )β + (Ẇpump + Ẇpumpprod )cel

Q̇DH
(11)

In order to avoid the need for a complete economic evaluation of the production site, it is tempting to simplify the
overall LCOH calculation considering a fixed price for the produced heat using values retrieved from literature:

LCOHtot =
Ctotβ + Ẇpumpcel + Q̇geocheatprod

Q̇DH
(12)

It is important to consider that using equation (12) may lead to distorted results. The reason for this is that
more complex system schemes, such as those described in sections 2.2.2. or 2.2.3., are chosen because
they have a lower temperature in the return line and thus a higher heat extraction rate (Q̇geo) for the same
number of wells and reservoir pumping power. However, due to the fixed value for cheatprod in equation (12), this
behavior cannot be accurately modeled. To address this issue, the most straightforward solution is to evaluate
the overall production cost of different systems using a fixed design extraction power:

LCOHtot =
Ctotβ + Ẇpumpcel + Cheatprod

Q̇DH
, Cheatprod = Q̇geoDESIGN cheatprod (13)

3. Results
This section presents the results for the four different investigated technological concepts visualized in Fig.2.
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3.1. Base case
Fig.4a displays the achievable LCOH for both water and CO2 considering different pipe diameters. The results
indicate that both heat carriers have a certain optimal pipe diameter, which corresponds to the optimal trade-off
between investment and operational costs. For CO2, the optimal pipe diameter is at around 130 cm, while it
is at around 85 cm for water. While the deviation between both heat carries is rather small (0.1 cC/kWh), no
clear advantages for using CO2 as heat carrier in this standard scenario can be seen. The figure also shows
the effect of the minimum CO2 density in the system, showing an optimum in the LCOH for ρmin = 500kg/m3.

(a) LCOH with diameter (b) Cost Composition for CO2 with ρ = 450[kg/m3]

Figure 4: Achievable LCOH for water and CO2 considering different densities for the CO2

The findings presented in Fig. 4a can be understood by analyzing the information provided in Figure 4b. Heat
exchangers and pipeline installation are the biggest contributors to the capital investment, costing around 10
MC and 1 MC, respectively. The cost of the heat exchangers can be explained considering that the system
is required to transport a substantial amount of power with a limited temperature difference (ΔT ) between
the geothermal water (115°C) and the district heating network (90°C). As a result, the two heat exchangers
can only have a limited logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD), 12.5°C in the best case scenario,
this increase the required UA and the heat exchanger cost. Increasing the pipeline diameter results in some
additional heat loss to the environment because of the increase in surface area. These losses are negligible
if compared with the overall power transported by the system, but make the UA requirements even more
demanding.
3.2. HTHP case
Do to the high investment cost required for the acquisition of the heat exchangers the installation of an heat
pump can be useful for increasing the available ΔT and allowing the installation of smaller heat exchangers.

(a) LCOH with diameter (b) Cost Composition for CO2 with ρ = 700[kg/m3]

Figure 5: Achievable LCOH for water and CO2 for the HTHP (High Temperature Heat Pump) case
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In Fig. 5, it is apparent that the LCOH has substantially increased when compared to the baseline scenario,
despite a decrease in the cost of heat exchangers to 4MC. This is mainly due to the increased in electrical
power consumption. The high cost of electricity (the average price for Bavaria in 2022 was 22.5 cents per
kilowatt-hour [23], which is more than 30 times higher than the LCOH for the baseline scenario) makes it
unprofitable to extract heat from the fluid using electrical power, even with a high COP. It is critical to note that
this is true for the LCOH shown in Figure 5 which only considers the cost of the transport system, ignoring the
cost of heat production, depending on the cost of heat production this effect can change dramatically.
Another interesting finding shown in Fig. 5 is that the CO2 scheme the compression system replacing the
heat pump (Fig. 2c) due to its simplicity and higher COP, is capable of performing better than the water-based
system in the considered scenario. Especially against the background of high heat demand periods during the
winter, the additional installation of a CO2 compressor can be favourable from an operator’s perspective, since
it allows to supply of additional heat without the need for additional drilling.
3.3. AHT case
An absorption heat transformer can be considered as a solution of increasing the ΔT without using additional
electrical power. In fact, as can be see from Fig. 6, the LCOH has decreased for both water and CO2.

(a) LCOH with diameter (b) Cost Composition for CO2 with ρ = 450[kg/m3]

Figure 6: Achievable LCOH for water and CO2 for the AHT (Absorption Heat Transformer) case

Fig. 6b, shows that the cost of the heat exchangers has decreased to 8MC. The power provided by the AHT
in the optimal condition for CO2 (d=110cm) if 4MW which is only about 10% of the overall heat transported by
the network, this shows that the real advantage of installing an AHT it to increase the available ΔT in order to
allow the installation of smaller heat exchangers.

4. Conclusion
The results of this work provide valuable insights into both the achievable LCOH of long-distance heat transport
from geothermal sources in general and the thermo-economic comparison of water and CO2 as potential heat
carrier fluids. First, the results of the base case scenario (cf. Fig 4a) demonstrate that for both heat carrier
options rather low LCOH for the transport of the heat can be achieved. The resulting additional LCHO by the
long-distance heat transport of around 0.6 cC/kWh is rather small compared to the typical overall LCOH of
geothermal district heating systems [24]. Considering that long-distance heat transport enables the utilization
of geological attractive regions in the countryside with lower project-specific LCOH, installing the long-distance
heat transport system might result in an overall lower LCOH of the whole geothermal heating system. There-
fore, the findings of this work support the general conclusions by the work of Molar-Cruz et al. [5] on the
theoretical advantages of geothermal heating systems with long-distance heat transport as well as the eco-
nomic feasibility of the projects currently in the planning stage in the Greater Area of Munich, Germany [13].
Comparing the thermo-economic performance of water and CO2 shows rather similar achievable LCOH, with
a slight advantage for the classical concept of using water. While CO2 reveals a lower pressure drop within the
piping system, this advantage is overcompensated by the fact that the pressure increase for CO2 is taking place
at a lower density than for water, resulting in a higher power demand. Furthermore, considering the potential in-
tegration of an HTHP increases the LCOH significantly, mainly due to the currently rather high electricity prices.
Nonetheless, the considered LCOH only address the installation and operation of the transportation system
and the HTHP installation. However, installing an HTHP lowers also the LCOH of the geothermal project itself
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(which are rather high especially caused by the drilling cost [25]) due to a higher utilization and it reduces the
need for installing and/or integrating further alternative heat sources. Thus, while the installation of an HTHP
might be useful from a thermo-economic perspective, it needs to be assessed in a broader system study con-
sidering also other available potential heat sources and technologies. Regarding the potential application of an
HTHP into the long-distance heat transport system, the results of this work highlight the potential advantage
of CO2 as a heat carrier (cf. Fig. 5). In the case of using CO2, the additional temperature increase takes
place directly within the CO2 stream by just installing a compressor, while in the case of the water system, a
complete HTHP system needs to be installed. Thus, the usage of CO2 allows significantly lower investment
costs as well as higher COPs.
Concerning the thermo-economic comparison of water and CO2 for the considered use case with a rather high
required DH supply temperature, CO2 results in comparable LCOH as water, but has no further positive impact
on the economic performance despite in case of an additional HTHP system for increasing the thermodynamic
capacity of the heat transport system. Furthermore, the future trends towards lower DH supply temperatures
as well as the use of CO2 as a heat carrier in geothermal systems (cf. [9] might result in a thermo-economic
favourability of CO2 as a heat carrier for long-distance heat transport and might be evaluated in future studies.
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Nomenclature
Acronyms

AHT Absorption Heat Transformer

CHP Combined Heat and Power

COP Coefficient Of Performance

DH District Heating

HTHP High Temperature Heat Pump

LCOH Levelized Cost Of Heat, cC/kWh

LMTD Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference

NVP Net Present Value, C

Economics

C Absolute cost, C

c Relative cost, C/kW

Com Operation and maintenance cost, C/year

Ctot Overall investment cost of the system, C

CFt Yearly cash flow, C/year

hy Yearly operational time, hours

i Interest rate

Le System operational life, years

OMratio Ratio between Com and Ctot

Geometrics

d Pipeline diameter, m

sins Pipeline insulation thickness, m

Thermodynamics

ṁ Mass flow rate, kg/s

Q̇ Heat flux, kW

Ẇ Mechanical power, kW

ηexergy Exergy efficiency

k thermal conductivity, W/(m K)

Nu Nusselt number

Pr Prandtl number

rtot Total thermal resistance, K/W

Re Reynolds number
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